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Acronyms
AESA

Agro-ecosystem analysis

EAS

Extension and advisory services

FBS

Farmer business school

FLG

Farmer learning group

F2F

farmer to farmer

F2FE

farmer-to-farmer extension

FO

Farmer Organization

ICT

information and communication technology

IP

innovation platform

IVR

interactive voice response

JFFLS

Junior Farmer Field and Life School

MAFF

Management Advice for Family Farms

NGO

non-governmental organization

PLA

participatory learning and action

PRC

participatory radio campaign

RAS

rural advisory service

RRC

Rural Resource Centre

SC

study centre

SMS

small message service

ST

study tour

TV

television
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Introduction
In today’s fast-changing world, agricultural producers need support to innovate1 as well as
reliable sources of information, knowledge, skills and technologies along the entire value chain
in farming, livestock and fish production. The role and functions of agricultural extension and
rural advisory services (RAS) has changed significantly since the 1980s in response to the
changing nature and growing complexity of agricultural and rural environment. Changes in
extension have been characterized by the involvement of a broader range of RAS providers
(NGOs, private sector actors, producer organizations) beyond the public sector, efforts to
make rural advisory services more demand driven, with a wider focus on rural livelihood
needs. The traditional production-oriented, technology transfer role of extension has shifted
towards emphasizing farmer participation and empowerment, catalysing and facilitating
innovation processes, building linkages between farmers and other rural stakeholders, so as
to enhance market linkages, strengthen entrepreneurship and improve access to inputs and
credit. Additionally, the RAS mandate has broadened from a production and productivity focus
to include food security, climate change, nutrition, gender, and health, among other issues.
Despite these changes, one of the core functions of extension services remains to “facilitate
the access of farmers, their organizations and other market actors to knowledge, information
and technologies” (Christoplos, 2010). To carry out these multi-faceted functions, extension
professionals, and their organizations, need to utilize a broad range of methods and
approaches. While nearly every extension and RAS programme and project has developed
guidelines on how to use and evaluate extension methods and approaches, there is a lack
of detailed information and guidance on what factors need to be considered when selecting
extension and advisory methods and approaches that are most suited for which purpose and
content. This has resulted in a tendency by some service providers to take a “one size fits
all” approach, using a single or only a few methods and approaches. Inappropriate selection
and use of extension methods may limit the effectiveness of service provision, resulting in
diminished impact and a failure to meet clients’ needs.
This decision guide is intended to help extension professionals and their organizations
make informed decisions about which extension method and approach to use for providing
information, technologies and services to rural producers and to facilitate interactions and
knowledge flow. Expected users include field-based rural advisors, extension managers and
programme planners.

1 Innovation is the process by which individuals or organizations master and implement the design and production of

products (including technologies), processes and forms of organizations that are new to them, irrespective of whether the
innovation has been used by others.
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The guide focuses on the following advisory methods and their variations 2 :
>> Benchmarking for farm business analysis
>> Demonstrations: farmer learning groups
>> Fairs, shows and rallies
>> Farmer-to-farmer extension: village-based self-employed agents
>> Farmer field school: junior farmer field schools, farmer business school
>> Household methodologies
>> Innovation platforms
>> Learning events: courses and workshops
>> Management Advice for Family Farms
>> Mobile phones (mExtension): village-based information providers
>> Plant clinics
>> Radio: radio campaigns, radio listeners’ groups, radio drama
>> Rural resource centres
>> Study circles
>> Study tours
>> Television
>> Video: facilitated video viewing in groups

This collection of methods, identified through an extensive literature review, is by no means
exhaustive but includes those methods that have been widely used and documented. All
methods included in this guide have been implemented by different types of RAS providers,
notably, public extension agencies, NGOs, private sector actors and farmer organizations.
The guide also describes five tools commonly used by agricultural extension and advisory
services: namely participatory learning and action, printed materials, social media, games
and folk media.

2 A variation is an off-shoot of a method which differs from the original method or approach while still respecting the basic

principles while maintaining some aspects.
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Key terms defined

Extension and
rural advisory
services

“All the different activities that provide the information and services needed and demanded
by farmers and other actors in rural settings to assist them in developing their own technical,
organizational and management skills and practices so as to improve their well-being”
(Christoplos, 2010). In this document the terms extension, rural advisory services (RAS) and
extension and advisory services (EAS) are used interchangeably.

Extension
and advisory
philosophies

The underlying philosophy or theory about extension and RAS provision. Extension philosophies

Advisory
approach

A style of action embodying an extension philosophy that determines the direction and nature/

may be associated with specific extension and advisory approaches and methods.

style of various aspects (structure, leadership, methods, techniques, resources and linkages)
related to how extension and advisory services are provided (Axinn, 1988). Some approaches
include participatory approaches, farmer-to-farmer extension approaches, top-down approaches,
the Training and Visit (T&V) approach and group-based approaches.

Advisory
methods

Systematically applied procedures and techniques used to provide advice and services to

Tools

Techniques or types of “hardware” or instruments that support the implementation of extension

producers and to facilitate learning. Methods also use tools to achieve their objectives.

and advisory methods. Extension and advisory tools include information and communication
technologies (ICTs), printed materials (e.g. posters, brochure, calendars), folk media (e.g. drama,
puppet shows, songs, proverbs) and games, among others. In the context of rural advisory
services, ICTs such as mobile phones, video, television and radio are seen as tools used to
implement specific advisory methods.
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Outline of the guide
This guide is divided into two sections. Section 1 provides methods sheets which describe
each method, its purpose (box 1), appropriate content (box 2), assesses their reach/coverage,
cost and suitability for working with low literacy populations and women (box 3). Where a
method has more than one purpose, the main ones are underlined. The methods sheets
also mention key factors that contribute to success and the challenges involved.
Section 2 of the guide provides a decision matrix to help users select the best method for
their specific advisory objective.

Box 1

Definition of purposes of advisory methods

Purpose

Description

Awareness raising

Providing information about an innovation which may include how it works, how to use
it and advantages and disadvantages.

Behaviour and attitude
change

Involves interventions that address and seek to change social attitudes, structures and
norms at individual, household, group and community level to enhance the uptake of an
innovation or practice.

Empowerment

Enhancing the capacity of individuals or groups to express their needs and interests to
others, make choices and transform those choices into desired actions and outcomes.

Enhancing innovation
capacities

Enhancing the capacity of producers to adapt and respond in order to realize the
potential of an innovation such as a technology, a way of organizing people or doing
things or institutional innovation.

Facilitating linkages

Linking smallholder farmers to markets and rural actors such as entrepreneurs,
financial institutions, research institutions, meteorological services, private sector firms.

Learning

Promoting learning through instructional, consultations and/or non-formal approaches.

Product and information
provision

Dissemination of products such as technologies, inputs and information to clients.

Strengthening social capital

Strengthening trust and cohesion among rural people through groups, networks,
associations and other types of social organizations for the purpose of achieving social
and development outcomes.

Technology development,
testing and adaptation

Producers work with researchers, and extension advisors and farmers to develop, test,
adapt and scale-up new technologies, practices, farming systems, innovations and
arrangements.
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Definition of the content of advisory methods

Content

Description

Diagnosis
and advice

The identification of a problem by analyzing the causes and, if appropriate, examining
symptoms. The outcome of this process is advice on how to address the problem.

Information

Facts provided about something such as an innovation, an organization, service or
an event.

Knowledge

Coming to a theoretical and practical understanding of a subject through an active
learning process.

Skills

Expertise to do something. It includes technical as well as social skills such as
communication, negotiation, conflict resolution, problem solving and self-confidence.

Technologies/practices
(innovations)

Technical innovations that seek to improve or enhance agricultural systems such as
seed of new crop varieties, machinery, pesticides, agricultural and natural resource
management practices (e.g. land preparation, planting techniques, post-harvest
techniques).

Box 3

Criteria and qualitative indicators for assessing advisory methods

Criteria
Reach

Ease of
implementation

Cost

Suitability for
working with low
literacy populations

Suitability for
working with women

Description

Indicators

The number of people a method can reach (or potentially
reach) directly and indirectly with given resources and within
a given time frame.

W IDE

The level of difficulty involved in applying a method from start
to finish, including development of the content, recruiting
qualified staff, material preparation, training trainers, etc.

E AS Y

Cost of a method which may include staff salaries, costs
for training, transportation, needs assessment, content
development, equipment, inputs, etc.

LOW

The extent to which a method is appropriate for reaching
illiterate or low literacy clients.

GOOD

M ODE RAT E
LIM IT E D

M ODE RAT E
DIFFIC ULT

M ODE RAT E
H IGH

M ODE RAT E
P OOR

The extent to which a method can accommodate specific
constraints faced by women clients such as low literacy,
limitations on mobility, childcare needs, cultural taboos on
mixing with men or speaking in situations where there are
men, lack of time due to domestic and other activities.

GOOD
M ODE RAT E
P OOR
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Some general considerations for using the guide
Purpose: Most methods have multiple purposes. The main purpose(s) of each method is underlined.
Costs: Although the cost of implementing advisory methods will depend on the context and will vary by country,
location and year, the guide provides information on costs from the available literature to serve as a reference point.
Variations: To avoid repetition, the description of a variation of a method only mentions those elements that differ
from the original method.
Suitability for working with low literacy groups and women: Indicators are defined as follows:
Good – the method easily meets the needs of low literacy populations and women with little or no need for
modifications or adjustments;
Moderate – some adjustments are needed when implementing the method to meet the needs of low literacy
populations and women;
Poor – the method needs to be significantly adjusted or modified to meet the needs of low literacy groups and
women or is not suitable for working with these groups.

Common factors that contribute to success and challenges
While the guide mentions specific factors that contribute to success or challenges for each method, some are
common to most methods. Common factors that contribute to success in implementing advisory methods include:
>> Regularly updated technical content
>> Facilitators or advisors with good technical knowledge and facilitation skills
>> Good supervision and support of advisors
>> Partnership with relevant institutions such as research institutes, private companies, meteorological services,

market information systems, etc.
>> The specific needs and constraints of female clients and other groups (e.g. youth, people who cannot read or

write) are addressed
>> Good planning and organization.

Common challenges include:
>> Updating content regularly and making it relevant to clients which may include different categories of

producers, processors and agri-preneurs
>> Avoiding creating dependency among clients by providing inputs, allowances, etc.
>> Ensuring that the content of a programme is not biased toward the interests of implementers or sponsors.

For example, demonstrations sponsored by agro-dealers may promote the products they sell
>> Avoiding top down approaches, one-way communication that have limited involvement of clients and do not

take their needs, demands and interests into consideration
>> Ensuring financial sustainability.
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Benchmarking for farm business analysis
Benchmarking is a systematic method for a farm business to evaluate its performance
through a detailed comparison either with its past performance (internal benchmarking) or
the performance of other similar farm businesses (external benchmarking) in order to identify
best practices and improve performance. The following describes external benchmarking.
The process should be facilitated by an extension adviser with expertise in farm management
or by an adviser with university level training and at least introductory training in farm
management economics. Although benchmarking can be used by all types of farms,
including family farms producing mainly for home consumption, the method is best suited
for commercially oriented producers seeking to improve profitability and competitiveness.
Benchmarking can be done with individuals but is usually conducted with a group of 20
farmers that have similar enterprises and farm size and who live in the same area. Once the
benchmark learning group is set up, the facilitator organizes meetings that follow 9 steps:
identify problems to be examined; identify performance indicators; identify benchmark
farms (farms that are performing well); collect comparable data and information from group
participants and the benchmark farms (for example, soil type, yields, prices, costs and
quantities); compare performance; interpret differences; share findings and results; devise
plan and implement changes; and, reflect and evaluate results.

> Purpose:

Empowerment; learning; awareness raising

> Content:

Diagnosis and advice, knowledge, information, skills
REACH: LIMITED
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: MODERATE TO DIFFICULT
COST: MODERATE
Costs involve the cost of training the facilitator, salary and allowances for advisors, costs
of collecting data from both the learning group and the benchmarking farms materials (e.g.
notebooks, pens etc.).
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: POOR
Benchmarking exercises usually needs literacy for note taking, keeping good records
and making calculations. However, farm record methods using pictures and symbols
are available for use by semi-literate and illiterate farmers
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: POOR
Women may have difficulties in participating in benchmark learning groups due to
literacy requirements. Where appropriate, consider forming women only benchmark
learning group. Mixed-sex benchmark learning groups should ensure that the interests
of both men and women members are addressed. When defining indicators, make
sure to include both individual and household level indicators such as the gender
division of labour.
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Factors that contribute to success
>> Trust and a willingness to collaborate by the groups
>> Willingness of farmers to share data
>> Benchmarking skills and knowledge including group formation, farm diagnosis,

farm business management, technical aspects of farming
>> Facilitator supports farmers to get accurate information about their farms

Challenges
>> Finding common benchmarks for comparing farms
>> Farmers’ reluctance to sharing of information with each other
>> Availability of accurate farm records

B.

Demonstrations
Demonstrations, one of the most common extension methods, involve showing a technique/
skill, input, practice or technology and its potential benefits to a target audience. Some
experts distinguish between methods demonstrations, which show how to carry out a
practice or technology, and results demonstrations which compare a recommended practice
with an existing practice. This is a highly versatile method which can be used on a single
occasion or over a period of time, depending on the objectives. As the location and scale
are important for maximum visibility, demonstrations (also called answer plots, look-see
plots) can be set up in various locations such as a farmer’s field, a rural resource centre,
on communal land or a school plot. Demonstrations can be led by farmers (participatory
demonstrations) or extension advisors, and can be organized by different types of
organizations (public extension, NGOs, private sector actors). Demonstrations are an integral
part of other extension methods/approaches such as farmer field schools, video viewing
clubs and community workshops.

> Purpose:

Product and information provision; learning; awareness raising

> Content:

Technologies/practices; skills
REACH: MODERATE TO LIMITED
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: EASY TO MODERATE
COST: LOW TO MODERATE
Costs include training of extension advisors, materials, maintenance costs and follow-up
activities.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: GOOD
As the methods involves showing and verbally explaining a technique or practice, literacy
is not required.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: GOOD
The method allows some degree of flexibility in terms of timing and does not require
farmers to be literate for it to be effective. Because of women’s heavy work burdens
and limited mobility in some cases, timing of activities around demonstrations and the
accessibility of demo plots need to be considered to improve their participation.
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Factors that contribute to success
>> Clear objectives (what the demonstration is about, why it is being conducted, and what

it intends to accomplish)
>> The design of the demonstration is simple, typically dealing with one practice at a time
>> The complexity of interventions may be gradually increased
>> Farmers are involved in the design and management of demonstration plots
>> The plot is in an easily accessible location
>> The plot has a good layout (foot paths, signboards to explain different treatments, field

is large enough to be believable and the size is representative of fields in the area)
>> Local authorities are sensitized about the demonstration
>> Flexibility to adapt to different audiences, e.g. old-young, men-women, experienced-not

experienced attendees.

Challenges
>> Significant amount of time required for planning and implementing
>> Plots needs to be well-maintained which should be the responsibility of community

members
>> Plot-to-plot variability may lead to different results.

B1.

Farmer learning groups
Farmer learning groups (FLGs) involve a structured demonstration-based approach whereby
groups of farmers meet regularly over a period of time on one or more demonstrations plots
following a set curriculum. Learning is facilitated by a trained extension advisor(s) or farmer(s).

> Purpose:

Learning; product and information provision; awareness raising

> Content:

Technologies/practices; skills
REACH: LIMITED
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: MODERATE
COST: MODERATE

Challenges
>> Resources and time needed to develop a curriculum.
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Fairs, shows and rallies
Fairs, rallies and shows are public events organized by extension providers (government
agencies, NGOs, input dealers, lead farmers, etc.) and research organizations to showcase
and create awareness about agricultural technologies and innovations and obtain feedback
from farmers. Fairs and shows tend to last longer than rallies (a few days to weeks) and
are organized around stands or exhibits. While fairs and shows require much planning and
publicity, rallies may be spontaneous, attracting people with a banner or announcement.
All three types of events focus on a topic or theme (e.g. innovation, technology, trade,
knowledge-sharing, learning), attract large numbers of people, may award prizes (fairs
and shows) and involve entertainment such as drama and music. Videos may be shown at
these events and printed materials distributed. Fairs, shows and rallies connect farmers to
a range of RAS providers and research institutions, allow them to ask questions and receive
feedback about innovations and issues, and link them to other farmers.

> Purpose:

Awareness raising; product and information provision

> Content:

Information; technologies/practices
REACH: WIDE TO MODERATE
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: EASY TO MODERATE
COST: LOW (RALLIES) - HIGH (FAIRS)
Costs for fairs may include renting the venue and facilities, publicity and transportation
for farmers.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: GOOD
As public events involve face-to-face interaction with experts and extension providers,
there is little need for literacy skills.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: MODERATE TO POOR
Does not require literacy skills, flexible to allow for adaptation to different audiences.
Women may face constraints in attending certain public events due to difficulties they face
in travelling away from home because of work, domestic and childcare responsibilities,
cultural restrictions on travelling and taboos about mixing with men in public.

Factors that contribute to success
>>
>>
>>
>>

Good planning, publicity and organization
Accessible location
Good representation of service providers to avoid bias toward any one category
Sponsors cover some of the costs

Challenges
>> Fairs are time consuming to organize, may involve challenging logistics and are

expensive. One approach is for extension providers to get involved in broader events
such as annual farmer days or community events
>> It is difficult to monitor the impact.
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Farmer to farmer extension (F2FE)
Farmer to farmer extension (F2FE) refers to approaches involving farmers themselves as
agricultural advisors working with public, private or NGO extension organizations. Farmer
extension advisors are also referred to as community-based extension workers, lead farmers,
community knowledge workers, and volunteer-farmer trainers depending on their role
and whether or not they are compensated. They are typically not formally employed, but
may be reimbursed for expenses. Farmer advisors tend to be motivated by access to new
knowledge and information, social recognition and altruism.
Activities carried out by farmer advisors include training, advising, monitoring and organizing
meetings, demonstrations and field days. Farmer advisors are locally recruited and selected
by an extension organization working with local authorities and communities based on their
knowledge, farming expertise, ability to communicate, trustworthiness and availability. They
are usually trained on technical topics, extension methods and approaches, facilitation and
communication skills and receive follow up training, in addition to periodic backstopping
from extension staff. F2F methods are often used in conjunction with other methods and
approaches such as farmer field schools, ICT-based approaches and demonstrations to
increase reach.

> Purpose:

Product and information provision; learning;

> Content:

Technologies/practices; information; skills
REACH: MODERATE
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: MODERATE
COST: LOW TO MODERATE
Costs may include training costs, equipment for farmer advisors (motorcycle/bicycle or
transportation costs, clothing, stationery, mobile phones and airtime), supervision and
backstopping costs.
The cost for training and backstopping farmer advisors for a dairy project in Kenya was
roughly US$ 160/year (Kiptot, Franzel and Kirui, 2012).
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: GOOD
Farmer advisors have a far-reaching knowledge of the local context, culture and practices,
including language, so they can communicate more effectively with farmers.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: GOOD
F2F extension offers an opportunity to involve more women in RAS which is important in
situations where women prefer to engage with female advisors.
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Factors that contribute to success
>> Select farmer advisors in consultation with farmer organizations, local authorities

and communities to ensure ownership and accountability. Local institutions should
also be involved in monitoring and evaluating farmer advisors.
>> Strong technical backstopping and monitoring to ensure quality.
>> Where farmer advisors are not paid, efforts should be made to enhance their

non-economic rewards.
>> Ensure that farmer advisors have adequate transportation.

Challenges
>> The use of F2F extension is not recommended for practices and innovations which

require a high level of technical expertise/knowledge or involve high-risk investments
decisions (e.g. treatment of livestock diseases, siting of water control structures).
>> Farmer advisors often have high expectations of financial and non-financial rewards

Integration of farmer advisors into extension organizations helps with sustainability but often
leads to a contractual working relationship between the two parties which may change the
voluntary nature of advisors’ work.

D1.

Village-based self-employed agents
In this variation of the F2F extension approach, farmer advisors are selected and trained
by an organization to sell inputs and provide technical advice to farmers for a fee.

> Purpose:

Product and information provision; learning; facilitation of linkages

> Content:

Technologies/practices; information; skills; diagnosis/advice
REACH: MODERATE TO LIMITED
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: MODERATE
COST: LOW
Costs may include training of farmer advisors, follow up and monitoring their performance.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: GOOD
As this approach involves face-to-face interaction with agents, there is little need for
literacy skills.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: GOOD
The approach is flexible with regard to when agents meet clients, offers the opportunity to
hire female agents and does not require clients to be literate.

Challenges
Due to the nature of the cost recovery/earnings basis, non-production innovations (natural
resource management, market access) may not be as high a priority unless designed clearly.
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Farmer Field School
Farmer Field School (FFS) is a participatory group-based approach that can be considered
as both an extension method and a form of adult education. A field school typically involves
a group of 20–30 farmers who meet regularly over a period of time (typically a crop cycle, if
crops are involved) guided by a trained facilitator (typically an extension advisor or farmer).
The focus of an FFS is farmer empowerment through building farmers’ capacity to make well
informed decisions about their farms and farm enterprises based on improved knowledge
and understanding of biological processes, the agro-ecology and wider context in which
they live. Field schools also seek to strengthen social capital and social skills (e.g. creativity,
punctuality, work ethic, public speaking, and willingness to work with other). FFS follow a
set curriculum determined by the priority constraints identified during needs assessment.
FFS do not promote recommendations, but provide options for considerations; farmers
are encouraged to experiment on their own farms and make their own decisions based on
their observations and knowledge. FFS principles have now been applied to a wide range
of topics including soil management, livestock management, forestry, climate change,
sustainable land management, among others.
FFS are typically implemented by public sector extension programmes, NGOs, projects and
farmer organizations. Research institutions and other sectoral agencies may also provide
support to FFS programmes.

> Purpose:

Empowerment; enhancing innovation capacities; learning; strengthening social
capital; behaviour and attitude change; product and information provision

> Content:

Knowledge; diagnosis/advice; technologies/practices; skills
REACH: LIMITED
Field days and farmer-to-farmer extension approaches can help to increase the diffusion of
skills and technologies/practices.
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: MODERATE TO DIFFICULT
COST: MODERATE TO HIGH
Costs, which vary by topic and length of the FFS cycle, include needs assessment,
curriculum development, master trainer and facilitator training, costs of running field
schools (e.g. materials), supervising facilitators and follow-up costs should be related to
institutionalization. The average cost of FFS is $56 per participant.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: MODERATE
Agro-ecosystem analysis (AESA), a cornerstone of the FFS methodology, involves drawing
and writing. Effort needs to be taken to ensure that there is a good mix of literate and nonliterate participants. Although experimental learning is particularly suitable for non-literate
farmers, specific efforts need to be taken to specifically target the poorest farmers who
tend to have low levels of education. To fully benefit from FFS, participants need to have
basic skills in reading, writing and numeracy.
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SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: MODERATE
Women may face some constraints in participating in FFS due to the time required for this
approach, the timing of sessions (in some cases, early in the morning), literacy issues and
the group nature of the approach which calls for interactions in mixed groups. Special effort
needs to be taken to address these issues (e.g. consulting women participants, forming
women only field schools).

Factors that contribute to success
>> Availability of an FFS curriculum
>> Regularly backstopped of facilitators by master trainers and technical experts
>> Clear understanding of FFS concepts and procedures by all stakeholders.

Challenges
>> FFS have a higher cost per farmer compared to several other extension methods and are

unlikely to be cost-effective at large scale (see review by Waddington and White, 2014)
>> It is difficult to maintain a high quality of facilitation and supervision when FFS operate

at scale
>> It is often difficult to obtain sustainable funding for FFS where there is limited

institutional support.

E1.

Junior Farmer Field and Life Schools (JFFLS)
JFFLS, a form of FFS which focuses on both agricultural and life skills, are designed
specifically for young people. The approach may target specific vulnerable groups such as
orphans, internally displaced persons, refugees, young returnees and young demobilized
soldiers. The curriculum tends to focus on topics such as agricultural skills, entrepreneurship,
civic values, peacebuilding and protection, HIV/AIDS awareness and prevention, gender
sensitivity, psycho-social and business skills among others. The JFFLS approach may
include an employment-oriented component which encourages and supports young women
and men to participate in existing farmers’ or women’s cooperatives through which they
can access resources and market their produce more easily. The schools are facilitated
by extension advisors, teachers and social animators. Children/youth learn by observing,
drawing conclusions and making informed decisions.

> Purpose:

Empowerment; learning; strengthening social capital;
behaviour and attitude change

> Content:

Knowledge; diagnosis/advice; technologies/practices; skills

E2.

Farm business school (FBS)
FBS is an adaptation of the FFS designed to build small farmers’ business management
skills to help them managing their farms profitably. The approach relies on simple decision
support tools, checklists and strategic questions and addresses business and marketing
problems and opportunities.
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> Purpose:

Learning; empowerment; behaviour and attitude change

> Content:

Knowledge; skills; diagnosis/advice

F.

Household Methodologies
Household methodologies refer to a series of participatory methodologies and processes
that seek to empower households and strengthen the capacities of individuals or groups
to make their own choices and transform choices into desired actions. The methodologies,
which include household mentoring, gender action learning system, men’s campfire
conference, among others, may differ in terms of focus, cost and duration of activities.
All household methodologies are applied in a time-bound manner at household or group level
by group facilitators (initial contact for group-based approaches), a community-based peer
facilitator (individual from the community who is motivated and skilled to support the change
process) or mentor (volunteer or extension adviser who supports household mentoring).
Implementing organizations are responsible for selecting, training and backstopping
facilitators and monitoring the process.
Household methodologies have been used for planning action on crop and livestock
management, decision-making around resources such as land, making investments, selling
farm produce, managing natural resource at community level, climate smart agriculture,
gender and intra-household decision making.

> Purpose:

Empowerment; learning; strengthening social capital;
behaviour and attitude change

> Content:

Knowledge; skills
REACH: MODERATE TO LIMITED
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: DIFFICULT
COST: MODERATE TO HIGH
Costs include training facilitators, review meetings, exchange visits and refresher courses
for facilitators and project managers, mobilizing communities and leaders, and outreach
events for advocacy and policy engagement.
Household mentoring activities in Uganda cost around $27/household which included
preliminary costs for design, training of trainers and household mentors, mentoring
activities (mentors’ monthly allowances), supervision and monitoring (authors’ calculations
from costs mentioned in IFAD, 2014).
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: GOOD
Tools and strategies are available to allow the full participation of illiterate farmers.
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SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: GOOD
All household methodologies seek to address gender inequality at household level, including
women’s lack of power in household decision-making, by tackling underlying social norms,
attitudes, behaviours and systems. The approach uses both male and female mentors.

Factors that contribute to success
>> Facilitators selected in consultation with communities/groups to ensure acceptability

and credibility
>> Incentives for facilitators including financial incentives, equipment, tools and other

resources
>> Local authorities are involved in awareness-raising activities so as to create a

supportive environment for transformative change
>> Partner with extension services, private sector actors and development partners for

sustainability and impact
>> A critical mass of engaged households is crucial to sustain positive changes.

Challenges
>> Complex implementation process
>> A group based approach makes it difficult to reach the most vulnerable households
>> Weak households may become dependent on the facilitator/mentor and may be

reluctant to graduate from mentoring.

G.

Innovation platform
Innovation platforms (IPs) is a method for bringing together diverse stakeholders such as
farmers and other rural people, traders, food processors, service providers, researchers,
government officials etc. to identify solutions to common problems/challenges, implement
activities to achieve common goals and negotiate or coordinate actions This method is
commonly used by agricultural research organizations, development agencies, NGOs and
local and national governments. IPs can be temporary or permanent and can be established
at different levels: local, national or sectoral level such as a value chain or an economic
sector. They may deal with a single topic, such as a specific commodity, or with multiple,
broad topics related to, for example, natural resource management, improving decision
making, outreach and targeting of interventions.
After a stakeholder initiates the IP by identifying the broad focus and the stakeholders
to be invited, IPs follow these steps: refine the focus and identify bottlenecks/problems
and opportunities based on data and information gathered; identify options to address
the problems and opportunities; test and adapt solutions; find opportunities to develop
capacities needed by the IP members; implement and scale up the innovation if it is
successful; analyse and learn from inaccuracies/mistakes. A key requirement of IPs is
competent, neutral facilitation by either staff of the organization which initiates the platform
or an externally hired person.
The role of the facilitator involves managing communication, handling conflict and power
dynamics, documenting and reporting on activities and processes, developing capacities
and supporting and advocating for institutional change.
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> Purpose:

Enhancing innovation capacities; empowerment; technology development,
testing and adaptation; strengthening social capital; facilitating linkages

> Content:

Technology/practice; skills; knowledge; information
REACH: LIMITED
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: DIFFICULT
COST: MODERATE TO HIGH
Costs vary depending on the activities involved but may run up to $1000 a year
(Posthumus, H. and M. Wongtschowski, 2014). Costs may involve training and the salary of
the facilitator, cost for renting the venue, transportation and refreshments for participants,
communication costs and, if necessary, funds for experimenting with new ideas
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: MODERATE
IPs bring together to a range of stakeholders to discuss and address issues so literacy
skills may not be necessary to participate. Facilitators need to be skilled in managing
power dynamics between diverse participants and ensure that low social status or socially
excluded groups have a voice.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: MODERATE
As IPs bring up power issues, strong, gender-sensitive facilitation skills are needed to
include women’s voices. It is important to understand gender relations at household
and community level before forming platforms. IPs should take women’s schedules into
consideration when organizing meetings.

Factors that contribute to success
>> Include diverse stakeholders involved with the issue concerned
>> Build on previous partnerships and initiatives when forming the platform
>> Address shared problems, not just the agenda of the initiating organization
>> Neutral, competent facilitators
>> A sense of ownership, willingness to engage and trust by participants
>> Regular monitoring and evaluation of activities by participants to encourage learning

Challenges
>> Difficult, time consuming and sometimes costly to implement
>> Competent facilitators who are neutral may not be available
>> Social and institutional conflicts, lack of political will, and power structures can hinder

the growth of innovation platforms
>> IPs take a long-term perspective and therefore short-term tangible outputs may be

necessary to motivate participants
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Learning events
Agricultural extension activities rely on structured learning events such as courses and
workshops. While learning events differ by the degree of structure and interaction among
participants and with the trainers, they are all led by a facilitator or trainer (or a team of
facilitators/trainers), usually an extension advisor, community worker or technical specialist.
Learning events for producers and other rural actors typically use classroom, field sessions
or a combination of the two and rely on methods such as demonstrations, group and
individual exercises and role plays. They may consist of a one-time event or multiple events
held periodically for the same participants. Learning events vary in length and may be
residential. They need to be well planned in advance, and the timing (duration, season)
should be carefully considered to address the objectives and ensure good participation.

> Purpose:

Learning; product and information provision; behaviour and attitude change

> Content:

Technologies/practices; knowledge; skills; information
REACH: MODERATE TO LIMITED
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: EASY TO MODERATE
COST: LOW TO MODERATE
Costs vary by the length of the event, venue and other factors and include salaries,
allowances and accommodation for facilitators/trainers, equipment and materials,
food and refreshments and participants’ travel and accommodations.
For example, the cost (including staff salary) of a community workshop was US$
26/farmer (Bentley, 2007).

Factors that contribute to success
>> Use of adult learning principles
>> Opportunities to put learning into practice after the event and a plan for follow up.

Challenges
>> Provides a one-time opportunity for learning and interaction so results or impacts may

be unclear
>> Attendance by some participants may be motivated by per diems/allowances.

H1.

Courses
Courses tend to be structured and intentional in nature (i.e. learning is the main goal rather
than an incidental outcome). The learning objectives and agenda are usually set by the
organizers and methods include lectures, individual and group exercises and discussion.
While courses are not usually strongly participatory, the active involvement of participants
is critical. Ideally, courses for small-holder producers should be designed around adult
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learning principles which recognize that learning is most effective when it is based on
experiences, reflection, addressing immediate needs, self-responsibility, participation,
feedback, empathy and takes place in a safe and comfortable environment. Some courses
can lead to certification.
REACH: LIMITED
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS:
MODERATE TO POOR
Literacy and numeracy skills are often a requirement.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: MODERATE TO POOR
Higher rates of illiteracy among women, the formal nature of courses, the need to travel to
course locations, the length of courses and the lack of childcare may constrain women’s
participation unless special efforts are made to address these issues.

H2.

Workshops
Workshops are a highly interactive form of learning event where participants engage in
discussion and activities. Case studies, role plays, brainstorming, and discussion are tools
frequently used in workshops to engage participants and facilitate learning. Extension-related
workshops usually include field-based activities to provide visual and hands-on experience.
REACH: MODERATE TO LIMITED
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS:
MODERATE TO GOOD
Although workshops are interactive, literacy and numeracy skills are often a requirement.
Multimedia aids (e.g. pictures, film, drama, songs) can be used with low literacy groups.

SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: MODERATE TO POOR
The flexible and interactive nature of workshops encourages female participation. Factors
that may limit women’s participation include selection criteria which favour men, low
literacy, accessibility of the venue, duration and time of the workshop, lack of childcare
and the involvement of both sexes, as in many cultures women are hesitant to speak in
public especially if males are present.
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Management Advice for Family Farms (MAFF)
Management Advice for Family Farms (MAFF) is an advisory approach to help producers
improve their decision making and farm management including, for example, better crop
management to improve food security, calibration of input use to reduce production costs,
household budgeting to avoid debt and more efficient household labour use. Typically,
farmers (one member per household) meet in groups every two weeks facilitated by an
extension advisor or farmer facilitator. A MAFF cycle lasts on average 3 years and is
implemented through six steps: 1. Diagnosis to identify farmers’ needs; 2. Organizing group
training on selected agricultural practices; 3. Management training (crop-season planning,
grain stores management, cash flow planning, revenue–expenditure accounts, etc.); 4.
Individual on-farm advisory visits; 5. Analysis of technical and economic results at both plot
level and farm level by groups (computer based, in some cases); and. 6. Self-planning of the
next cropping season based on past results and desired objectives. The learning process
is based on exchange of experiences, self-analysis of farmers’ economic situation and
production outputs, field visits, on-farm experiments and formal training. Training covers
topics such as planning the cropping season with technical and economic data, how to
manage food stocks, and decision-making based on book keeping results. MAFF uses other
extension methods such as demonstrations.

> Purpose:

Empowerment; learning; product and information provision;
behaviour and attitude change

> Content:

Knowledge; technologies/practices; diagnosis/advice; skills
REACH: LIMITED
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: MODERATE TO DIFFICULT
COST: MODERATE TO HIGH
Costs include salaries and allowances for advisors and MAFF managers, development of
tools and methods, implementation and back-stopping activities.
The average cost of MAFF programmes in Africa is US$20–80/farmer per year which
includes the salaries and operational costs of facilitators, training of facilitators and
supervision. Costs may decrease significantly when farmer facilitators are used (Faure et al.
2015).
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: POOR
Skills are needed for book keeping, making observations and taking measurements.
Appropriate tools for illiterate farmers are being developed.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: POOR
Women may find it difficult to participate in MAFF because of literacy requirements, the
method’s focus on one household member and constraints related to the time required
for group meetings. If a man attends the meetings, he may not pass on information to the
women in the household.
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Factors that contribute to success:
>> Organizations with the capacity to adapt and implement the method.

Challenges
>> Initial set up and piloting costs are high
>> Long implementation cycle
>> MAFF is more appropriate for working with well resourced, literate farmers who are able

to keep records
>> The focus on individuals gives little emphasis to the economic activities and priorities

of all household members, therefore allowing for only a partial analysis of household
economics.

J.

Mobile phone (mExtension)
The mobile phone is a two-way communication tool that can be used to provide extension
and advisory services. MExtension facilitates product information dissemination to remote,
disperse locations in a timely manner at low cost through several approaches, where
mobile connection is available. Farmers can call tele-centres or e-kiosks (facilities equipped
with computers, internet, telephone, fax, printers) to get technical, weather and market
information by phone or text message (SMS). They can subscribe to SMS alerts (sometimes
for a fee) to get regular advice on topics of their choice or get information through Interactive
Voice Response (IVR), a system which allows a computer to provide messages over the
phone using voice and tone input. Extension and farmer advisors can call farmers to provide
information. Mobile phones, both conventional and smart phones, can be used with other
communication tools such as web portals, mobile apps, videos, radio, images and animated
images. mExtension requires content development, infrastructure (e.g. internet connectivity,
maintenance of infrastructure) and, in some cases, human resources to respond to SMS
and calls. SMS can also be used by extension organizations for monitoring purposes such
as tracking data from the field (e.g. crop monitoring and client satisfaction) by sending out
questionnaires via SMS and mapping the data.

> Purpose:

Awareness raising; facilitation of linkages; product and information provision

> Content:

Information; technologies/practices
REACH: WIDE TO MODERATE
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: EASY TO MODERATE
COST: MODERATE TO HIGH (DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF SYSTEM)
Costs include setting up and developing the infrastructure, developing/customizing the
content of the information product, operationalizing the system, staff training, publicity,
training clients and maintaining the infrastructure.
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SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS:
GOOD (for IVR) TO POOR (for SMS)

SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: MODERATE TO POOR
As women generally have less access than men to mobile phones and have lower literacy
rates, some mExtension approaches may not be appropriate for reaching women.

Factors that contribute to success:
>> Good mobile phone network and internet coverage
>> Significant number of farmers own or have access to mobile phones
>> Clients are aware of the services
>> Free or minimum charges for services
>> Obtaining feedback and using it to adjust the services
>> Partnership between the service provider and relevant knowledge partners (e.g.

research institutions, meteorological services, market information systems) is important
for quality assurance and for regular updating of content.

Challenges
>> Limited network coverage
>> Clients may not know how to use mobile phones to seek and receive information or

lack literacy skills to be able to use certain services.

J1.

Village-based information providers
Some extension organizations employ local people to provide information and advice using
mobile phones and, in some cases, a variety of e-tools. One variation of this approach
involves providing information providers with a mobile phone preloaded with applications that
the provider can use to look up information on a range of topics (e.g. crop prices, weather
information) requested by clients. Providers may also be equipped with laptops connected
to the internet and digital cameras which allows them to show images or videos, take
photographs, and use the internet and mobile phones to seek advice from extension advisors.
Providers deliver information to clients through a combination of mobile phone and letters.
Providers may charge for their services.

> Purpose:

Product and information provision; awareness raising

> Content:

Diagnosis/advice; technologies/practices; information
REACH: LIMITED
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: EASY TO MODERATE
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COST: LOW TO MODERATE
Costs may include training of providers, equipment for providers, regular maintenance of
equipment, supervision and backstopping costs.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: GOOD
As this approach involves face-to-face interaction with information providers, there is little
need for literacy skills.

SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: GOOD
As this approach uses person-to-person interaction and may use women as information
providers, it offers good opportunities for reaching women.

K.

Plant clinics
Plant clinics draw on the idea of health clinics by providing a place where farmers can
consult a plant “doctor” (an extension advisor or agronomist) about plant health problems.
During a plant clinic session, held in public places (e.g. busy market centres, rallies, field
days), plant “doctors” provide advice to farmers based on available information/literature
and diagnosis (e.g. by looking at samples), often giving them written instructions about
the prescribed treatment. Clinics may collect data about farmers as well as the problems
observed and the advice given, which provides evidence for informed decision making and
can be used for disease surveillance purposes. Plant clinics can also help researchers to
identify priority research areas. This method can be used in combination with plant health
rallies, mass extension campaigns and radio to reach more farmers.

> Purpose:

Awareness raising; product and information provision;

> Content:

Diagnosis/advice; technologies/practices; information; knowledge
REACH: MODERATE TO LIMITED
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: MODERATE
COST: MODERATE
Costs include organizing consultative meetings, planning activities, staff salaries, training
of staff, publicizing the clinics, the cost of furniture and basic equipment for clinic
sessions (photographs of symptoms, reference literature and hand lenses) and technical
backstopping of “doctors”.
The average cost of running a plant clinic in Uganda was estimated at $36 per event which
included allowances for clinic staff, transport of furniture and tents, labour to help set up
the tent, coordination and publicity (Danielsen and Mutebi, 2010).
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SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: MODERATE
Plant “doctors” often provide written instructions on the recommended treatment which
calls for basic literacy skills.

SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: MODERATE
Women may benefit less from this approach than men because they may be less likely
to have heard about clinics, face difficulties travelling to the clinic venue, have less time
to wait, may not understand “doctors” who only speak the official language and may be
unable to read written instructions.

Factors that contribute to success
>> Plant clinics are run in the same location on a regular basis to build client confidence
>> Publicity is crucial for reaching farmers.

Challenges
>> Maintaining the regularity of clinics
>> Plant clinics often rely on the commitment of individual plant “doctors” which is

problematic for long-term sustainability
>> Gender-related and literacy constraints need to be addressed.

L.

Radio
While radio (including FM stations, community and rural radio) can be used as a tool in
extension, radio can also constitute the centre component of an extension approach. Radio
can be used as a one-way or two way communication channel to broadcast RAS content
using different formats such as radio campaigns, on-farm interviews, drama (soap operas)
and live talk shows. Radio is often combined with other ICTs such as mobile phones, which
allow farmers to provide feedback and ask questions during call-in programme, portable
voice recorders (e.g. Mp3 recorders), and IVR which allow two-way communication with the
target audience (e.g. pre-broadcast information such as market prices, weather forecasts
and re-caps of previous broadcasts).
As a two way communication channel that is often broadcast in local language, radio
provides a medium for farmers to interact among themselves individually or in groups and
with technical experts and institutions (e.g. extension advisors, entrepreneurs, research
organizations), thus contributing to demand-led RAS provisioning. Radio broadcasters as
key actors need to be trained on technical issues in agriculture, on how to identify needs
and communicate effectively with producers, as well as on how to use communication
technologies.
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> Purpose:

Awareness raising; product and information provision; learning; facilitating of
linkages; behaviour and attitude change; empowerment

> Content:

Information; technologies/practices; knowledge
REACH: WIDE TO MODERATE
Reach will depend on the format used and whether the station involved has national or local
coverage.
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: MODERATE TO DIFFICULT
The ease of implementation is largely determined by the format used (e.g. use of a single
format such as an interactive talk show is easier to implement than a radio campaign).
In general, activities include selection of the radio station, preparation of the programme/
content, training of broadcasters and listeners, broadcasting and monitoring.
COST: LOW TO MODERATE
Costs include staff costs, production equipment, training of staff, technical backstopping
by agricultural experts, programme production costs and airtime, which will vary by the
type of station.
A radio programme in Bolivia which broadcasted six, three-minute scripts on potato
bacterial wilt cost $840 and reached an estimated 2000 farmers ($0.42/farmer) (Bentley
et al., 2007). A four-month radio programme on teff in Ethiopia cost US$0.38/farmer (Rao,
2015).
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: GOOD
Use of local language in radio programmes helps target farmers who have limited
education.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: GOOD
Radio programmes should target their content to address women’s activities and crops.
It is important to ensure that the timing of broadcasts fits women’s schedules. The use of
pre-recorded MP3 versions of programmes and organizing women into listening groups
may improve their access to radios and mobile phones.

Factors that contribute to success
>> Partnerships between radio stations, farmers, extension providers, research institutes

and other agricultural value chain stakeholders
>> Use of a format or combination of formats appropriate for the content and targeted

population
>> Use radio in combination with other ICTs (e.g. mobile phones) to create a two-way

flow of communication and with other extension approaches and tools (e.g. printed
materials, demonstrations) to achieve multiple objectives
>> Train radio station staff on relevant aspects including development of programmes, use

of mobile phones to call listeners or receive calls-in, voice-based systems, use and
maintenance of equipment, and technical content
>> Train/inform listeners on how to intervene during sessions through the use of calls

(received and call in) or how to record messages
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>> Engage community members in the development and implementation of radio

programmes as radio presenters, correspondents, or facilitators, which enhances local
ownership and sustainability
>> Find sustainable funding sources to maintain independence and objectivity in the

content of programmes e.g. on-air advertisements, charging for SMS sending greetings
and prayers during the programme.

Challenges
>> Radio stations often lack the capacity to work with extension advisors and other

agricultural development actors due to their lack of knowledge in agriculture
>> Using a variety of radio formats to address complex issues may make implementation

complex and costly
>> Content of the programme might be biased by the type of station. Commercial and

private stations may be more inclined to broadcast programmes sponsored by agrodealers, while government radio stations may promote interventions of national
relevance and not address local issues.

L1.

Radio campaigns
A radio campaign involves a systematic, organized strategy to achieve a goal through use of
multiple radio and other formats (jingles, messages, call-in programmes, SMS, mini dramas
etc). This approach may involve farmers in the design of the campaign, in programming
and providing feedback. By using different formats and incorporating other extension
approaches, radio campaigns are suitable for achieving a variety of objectives including
promotion of new crop varieties or labour techniques, alerting farmers to a pest or disease
problem or the impacts of climate change.

> Purpose:

Awareness raising; product and information provision; learning;
facilitating of linkages; behaviour and attitude change; empowerment

> Content:

Information; technologies/practices; knowledge
REACH: MODERATE TO WIDE
COST: LOW TO MODERATE
Costs include staff costs, production equipment, training of staff, technical backstopping
by agricultural experts, programme production costs, airtime, which will vary by type of
station, and publicity content.
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Radio Listeners’ group
This approach involves interaction between a network of listeners’ groups each consisting
of 15-40 farmers (existing or formed for this purpose) and radio stations. The groups, who
are equipped with radios, recorders, and sometimes mobile phones, identify and discuss
issues of relevance to them. These discussions are recorded by a facilitator and in some
cases club members carry out interviews themselves with other community members.
The programmes are aired by the partnering radio station with the objective of raising
awareness about the issue. In some cases, the radio station shares the group’s discussion
with appropriate experts and policy makers and those discussions are also aired and listened
to by the groups. The clubs provide a platform for accessing information about a range of
issues including services, market access, prices, agricultural innovation, raising awareness
about issues such as gender-based violence, and also provide a two-way communication
flow between the community and development actors, which is expected to lead to concrete
interventions initiated by the groups.

> Purpose:

Awareness raising; empowerment; behaviour and attitude change;
product and information provision, facilitation of linkages;
strengthening social capital

> Content:

Information; diagnosis/advice; knowledge; skills
REACH: MODERATE TO LIMITED
COST: MODERATE TO LOW
In addition to staff costs, cost include production equipment, training of staff, technical
backstopping by agricultural experts, programme production costs, and airtime which will
vary by type of station and publicity done, costs for facilitation and training of facilitators.

L3.

Radio drama
Radio drama (also called soap operas) are a series of stories broadcast over a period of time
to inform farmers about agricultural interventions and issues in an entertaining way. Drama
can be combined with other extension tools such as printed materials. The development of
the drama should be done in consultation with the target group to ensure that the audience
can identify with the characters and the messages. Listeners may be organized into groups
to listen to programmes.

> Purpose:

Raising awareness; behaviour and attitude change;
product and information provision

> Content:

Information; knowledge
REACH: WIDE
COST: HIGH
The main costs involve pre-production research, cost of production, advertising and
promotion costs, air time.
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Rural Resource Centre
Rural Resource Centre (RRC), also referred to as farmer training centres or agricultural
centres, is a community-based approach for providing agricultural and RAS that has
been used for decades. A RRC is a physical location set up to improve farmers’ access
to technologies, knowledge and training and to promote farmer innovation, interactive
learning and networking. Centres typically have demonstration and research plots, nurseries,
a training hall, a small library, office space and sometimes accommodation for visiting
farmers. They offer various services including training (sometimes for a fee), sale of inputs
(e.g. seeds, seedlings) and farm products, advice on technologies and innovations through
demonstrations, access to ICTs and linking producers to market. Centres may be multipurpose (e.g. “tambos” in Peru), focus broadly on agriculture (crops, livestock, beekeeping,
fishing ponds, processing etc) or may have a specialized focus, for example on agribusiness
development (Songhai Centres) or agroforestry. RRCs may also address social issues of
interest to the community such as human hygiene, land access and citizenship. Typically
staffed by extension advisors, RRC may be run by public sector extension organizations,
farmer organizations or NGOs.

> Purpose:

Technology development, testing and adaptation; product and
information provision; learning; enhancing innovation capacities; facilitation of
linkages; strengthening social capital

> Content:

Technologies/practices; skills; information; knowledge
REACH: MODERATE
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: MODERATE TO DIFFICULT
COST: HIGH
Costs include land, infrastructure, staff training, operational and backstopping costs.
Some centres recover some of their costs by charging for services.

SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: GOOD
The interactive nature of this approach does not call for literacy skills.

SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: MODERATE TO POOR
This approach relies on face-to-face interaction and demonstration of practices/
technologies which favors women. However, women may not have the time to travel to
the RRC due to work, childcare and domestic responsibilities or may face other difficulties
travelling (lack of funds for travelling, cultural restrictions on travel, etc.).
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Factors that contribute to success
>> Effective management
>> Technical teams that have both technical and functional capacities and are motivated
>> Engage in activities that generate income to sustain the centre
>> Work with formal and recognized institutions (FO, NGO and grassroots organization) to

create legitimacy
>> RRCs should be in a location that is accessible to large numbers of farmers.

Challenges
>> Initial investments (land and buildings), operating and backstopping costs are high
>> Offering new services to meet farmers’ needs.

N.

Study circles
A study circle (SC) consists of 5 to 20 people, often members of farmer organizations,
who meet regularly to learn and improve their knowledge on topics of common interest.
The implementation of a SC varies, but common principles underlying the method are:
equality, democracy, experience, cooperation, freedom and the right to set objectives,
continuity, planning and active participation. Groups are self-governing and are led by an
accepted, sometimes trained leader, who may be a farmer or extension advisor. The role of
the facilitator, who is not expected to be an expert, is to help focus and structure dialogue
while encouraging a sense of group ownership. The group decides on the frequency of
meetings, but a cycle normally lasts three to four months. A SC can also engage in field
visits to enhance learning. SCs are useful for strengthening farmer organizations, providing a
platform for demand-led RAS and encouraging community empowerment and development.
The method is useful for working with any group of people including youth.

> Purpose:

Empowerment; product and information provision; strengthening social capital;
behaviour and attitude change

> Content:

Knowledge; technologies/practices; skills
REACH: LIMITED
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: MODERATE
COST: LOW
Costs include training of facilitators, payment of facilitators, where needed, study materials,
rental of the meeting venue, if necessary.
According to Chipeta (2016) if a facilitator works with 10 SCs, each with 10 participants,
the cost of starting and running an SC is US$4–6 per participant.
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS:
MODERATE-GOOD
Reading and basic numeracy skills are often required.
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SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: MODERATE-GOOD
Literacy requirements may not favor women. Women only study circles may be appropriate
in situations where women are not comfortable in mixed sex groups.

Factors that contribute to success
>> Well-developed focus area and strategy developed by the group
>> On-going support of facilitators

Challenges
>> Preventing study circles from becoming classes where farmers learn from a trainer
>> Ensuring that participants lead the process and learn from each other.

O.

Study tours
A study tour (ST) (also called field or motivational tour) consists of 5 to 20 people visiting a
location outside of where they live (in the same country or in another country) with a specific
learning objective. This method can be used for many purposes including visiting producers’
fields, fish ponds or other agricultural sites, to find out about their practices, visiting a research
station, laboratory, rural enterprise, processing plant or rural resource centre to learn about a
new technology or practice. A tour can last from a day to several weeks and be organized in
different ways (for example, in some cases participants live with local farmers). Where the tour
covers producers’ fields or sites, it provides an opportunity for producers to share experiences,
practices and ideas. Extension advisors are often responsible for planning and organizing
tours which includes handling logistics (travel, food, accommodation). Study tours may be
sponsored by companies, research institutions, projects, farmer organizations or farmers.

> Purpose:

Learning; awareness raising; product and information provision;
facilitate linkages

> Content:

Information; technologies/practices; knowledge
REACH: LIMITED
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: MODERATE
COST: MODERATE TO HIGH
Costs include planning and organizing the study tour, transportation, meals and
accommodation
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: GOOD
Since this method exposes participants to real life situations and usually involves
interacting with people, there is little need for literacy skills.
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SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: MODERATE TO GOOD
This method does not require farmers to be literate for it to be effective. But women
may not have the time to participate in tours due to work, childcare and domestic
responsibilities or may face other difficulties travelling (need to get permission from their
husbands, cultural restrictions on travel etc.).

Factors that contribute to success
>> Good planning and organization
>> Focus on a specific topic or theme(s)
>> Identifying appropriate locations to visit.

Challenges
>> Selecting participants that have similar interests, speak the same language and at the

same time ensuring a good mix of different types of participants (if appropriate)
>> Managing group dynamics.

P.

Television
Television (TV) offers a mass media channel for providing information and stimulating
rural producers’ interest in innovation through visual and auditory means. TV conveys a
sense of importance and legitimacy, whether programmes are transmitted through national
government stations, community stations or private stations. The use of television in
extension involves two distinct activities: production of the programme and broadcasting.
Formats for television-based RAS by public and private sector organizations include
documentaries, participatory programmes and “edutainment” programmes such as shows,
contests and dramas which use entertainment to educate. Broadcasts may consist of a
single programme or a series, varying in length from a few minutes to an hour or more. The
impact of TV for extension purposes may be enhanced by organizing facilitated watchers’
groups.
TV can be combined with other ICTs tools such as mobile phones to create a two-way
communication flow (e.g. by asking questions during live TV shows), printed materials and
field demonstrations. Multi-media “edutainment” programmes such as Shamba Shape Up
in Kenya involve farmers, TV personalities and experts and feature on-farm demonstrations,
discussion and question and answer sessions in combination with SMS and printed
materials.

> Purpose:

Awareness raising; product and information provision;
behaviour and attitude change

> Content:

Information; technology/practice

REACH: WIDE (where extensive national TV networks or rural TV stations exist)

EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: MODERATE (when using existing TV programmes);
DIFFICULT (when both production and broadcasting of programmes are involved)
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COST: HIGH (for producing all types of TV programmes); MODERATE TO HIGH (for
broadcasting)
Costs for producing and airing television programmes include inputs, field work expenses,
pre- and post-production expenses including scripting, studio recording, editing and
airtime, and salaries. If viewing groups are organized, the training, backstopping and
salaries of facilitators should be considered.

SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: GOOD
As an audiovisual medium, the use of TV in extension does not require literacy skills

SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: GOOD
Because television involves sound and visual images, it does not require literacy to
be effective. Important gender related considerations include making the content of
programmes relevant to women (e.g. choice of topic, characters shown), using local
languages, forming women-only viewing groups to ensure that women can view
programmes and ensuring that programmes are shown at a convenient time for women.

Factors that contribute to success
>> Existence of TV networks that reach rural areas or rural TV stations
>> Regular availability of electricity or other source of power
>> Relevant content presented in local language in an easy to understand way
>> Publicity on the broadcasting of programmes
>> The timing of broadcasts should take into consideration the preferences of target

groups.

Challenges
>> TV programmes are expensive to produce and broadcasting airtime may be costly
>> On its own, TV allows for a only one-way communication flow
>> The content of programmes broadcast through a national TV network may not be

relevant for local communities and the use of a national or official language may limit
reach
>> Private companies may pay for and broadcast programmes to sell their products.
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Video
Video (a recording made digitally or on video tape) provides an audiovisual medium for
one-way communication flow that can be effectively used to disseminate information,
knowledge, and innovations and stimulate new ideas. As a visual medium, video allows for
action which takes place over a long period to be compressed. Video can be produced by
film professionals or by farmers trained on basic film-making working with film professionals
(e.g. farmer learning videos made with farmers and participatory videos made by farmers).
Experience shows that, particularly where the content has a technical focus, video produced
in one country or location can be used effectively in other countries or cultural contexts.
Video is recorded in a format (DVD or computer files) which can be easily and cheaply
reproduced, usually in local language, for distribution through TV, mobile phone networks,
RAS providers, online video portals, e.g. Youtube, or specific online video portals designed
and sustained to support agricultural innovation and disseminate knowledge, or directly
to farmers. It can be used as a stand-alone tool disseminated in an unstructured manner
including broadcasts through TV, video halls, and screenings at organized events (e.g.
village meetings, rallies) or as part of a structured approach. The use of video with little or no
facilitation is most appropriate when practices or technologies close to what farmers do and
know are involved. Video can be used with other methods and approaches such as plant
clinics, fairs, shows and rallies, demonstrations and printed materials.

> Purpose:

Product and information provision, learning; behaviour and attitude change;
enhancing innovation capacities; awareness raising; technology development,
testing and adaptation

> Content:

Technologies/practices; knowledge; information; skills
REACH: WIDE (unstructured approaches) TO LIMITED (structured approaches)
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: EASY (unstructured approaches) TO MODERATE
(structured approaches)
COST: LOW TO MODERATE
Costs vary, depending on whether videos have to be produced, who is involved (e.g. film
professionals, farmers), the type of equipment used as well as the approach used for
reaching farmers (i.e. a structured or unstructured, mass production of DVDs).
Farmer learning videos can be duplicated, distributed and screened without facilitation for
US$0.50 per farmer (Bentley et al., 2015).
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH LOW LITERACY POPULATIONS: GOOD
as an audiovisual medium, the use of video in extension does not call for literacy skills
SUITABILITY FOR WORKING WITH WOMEN: GOOD
As most videos tend to be short, this approach accommodates women’s busy schedules
but the timing and venue of video screenings or broadcasts should be convenient for
women. Organizing women into viewing “clubs” may improve their access to video.
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Factors that contribute to success
>> Involve farmers (including women and youth) at all stages in the development of video

(identification of the topic, script development, as actors) to ensure relevance and
credibility
>> Videos should be no longer than 20 minutes
>> Use local language
>> Use of skilled facilitators, while not always necessary, is helpful for mobilizing

communities for screenings, providing technical advice and emphasizing the credibility
of the practices and may help to enhance learning
>> Strategic alliances for video production encourages a sense of shared ownership over

the end-product.

Challenges
>> Producing videos is relatively expensive and time consuming
>> On its own, video allows for a one-way communication flow. When used for training,

video should be combined with face to face methods such as demonstrations
>> Equipment to screen videos and a power source in areas not connected to the national

grid may be necessary
>> Finding ways to service equipment and resolve equipment breakdown.

Q1.

Facilitated video viewing in groups
A structured approach to using video involves organizing groups of 15–20 farmers to meet
regularly over a set period of time to watch and discuss videos. Sessions are organized by
a facilitator, typically a farmer or extension advisor, and revolve around discussions and
field demonstrations on the learning topics. Facilitators are trained to follow a curriculum.
Illustrated printed materials may also be used. Facilitated video viewing is most suited for
practices/technologies requiring hands-on training.

> Purpose:

Learning; product and information provision; behaviour and attitude change

> Content:

Technologies/practices; skills
REACH: LIMITED
EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION: MODERATE TO DIFFICULT
COST: MODERATE TO HIGH
Costs involve developing a curriculum, training and backstopping facilitators and may
include the cost of video viewing equipment and printed materials.
Six-month-long video viewing clubs on cocoa integrated crop and pest management cost
US$78 per farmer (Muilerman and David, 2011).
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Some tools used in agricultural extension
Participatory learning and action (PLA)
Participatory learning and action is an approach for learning about and engaging with
communities to identify needs, plan, monitor and evaluate interventions. Extension advisors
need to be skilled in facilitating the use of PLA tools to support extension methods and
approaches. Tools include:
>> Transect walks: walks across an area made together with local people with the

objective of producing a map showing resources, land use systems and other features
of the landscape.
>> Wealth ranking and well-being ranking: used to understand through a participatory

process, perceptions of wealth and inequalities, identify local indicators of wealth, wellbeing and poverty and rank households by wealth categories.
>> Visioning: used to support communities to develop a vision of the future in pictorial form.
>> Mapping: a participatory exercise which allows local people to produce a map of a

location showing resources, land use systems and facilities.
>> Timelines: used to show events or processes by displaying items sequentially along a

time-based line.
>> Calendars and activity profiles: a visual way for local people to show “who does what

and when”.
>> Ranking: captures the opinions, beliefs, concerns and priorities of local people by

ranking categories of what is being looked at (e.g. technologies, constraints, crops).
>> Semi-structured interviews: guided conversations to collect information about a topic.

Printed materials
As an extension tool, printed materials provide information to producers and other local
people in written and/or pictorial form as:
>> posters
>> brochures
>> leaflets
>> bulletins
>> comic books/strips
>> booklets
>> guidebooks
>> newspapers
>> calendars, among others.

Printed materials are used in conjunction with most extension methods and approaches.
When considering using printed materials, extension providers should take into account the
cost, availability of a designer and facility to print the materials, and how the materials will be
distributed. In designing the materials, it is important to have information about the literacy
levels of the target audience and language(s) spoken to determine which format to use and
the degree of emphasis on text versus pictorial content. Where possible, different types of
producers (men, women, youth, etc.) should be involved in the design of printed materials to
ensure that the content meets their needs and can be easily understood. Draft materials should
always be pre-tested with target users.
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Social media
Social media are web-based media that create a two way flow of information between
service providers and producers by allowing users to create, share and retrieve digital
content. Social media tools include:
>> Social networking platforms such as Facebook and Twitter
>> Messaging platforms like WhatsApp which allows group messaging and sharing of any

form of content
>> Fora, an on-line website which provides a meeting point for exchanging ideas and

views on a particular topics
>> Blogs, a regularly updated website or web page, typically one run by an individual or

small group, that is written in an informal or conversational style
>> Wiki, a website or database developed collaboratively by a community of users,

allowing any user to add and edit content.
Producers: share comments, feedback and experiences with other producers and with
service providers; seek advice from extension and research experts.
RAS organizations: generate information on farmers’ needs and demands; compile feedback
from producers for wider dissemination; promote their organization and network with other
organizations locally and internationally.
The use of social media by extension providers should be guided by a strategy that defines
the use of this tool in relation to the organization’s mandate. Social media requires a
moderator to manage and update the content, as well as ensure quality control of information
and posts. Some uses of social media include:

Games
In agricultural extension, games are used to better understand farmers’ perceptions and
decision making, and to enhance social learning by local people and “outsiders”. They
include:
>> Role plays and board games which allow farmers to express their preferences,

especially about sensitive topics. They are also used to create awareness and
encourage behaviour change.
>> Simulation games show how people react to threats, uncertainties and new

opportunities and make decisions based on their knowledge, experiences and priorities
by simulating situations. They are often used in the context of natural resource
management.
Since extension advisors mainly use existing games, it is important to pre-test the game with
the target audience to ensure it is appropriate for the purpose and cultural context.

Folk media
Folk media are forms of entertainment such as drama, songs, storytelling, puppet
shows, proverbs and riddles, some of which are based on traditions. They can be used
in conjunction with extension methods and approaches to convey information, create
awareness and change behaviour in an effective and entertaining way. Folk media can be
transmitted via ICTs (radio, television, video) but also directly to audiences. The involvement
of local people as actors and performers increases the credibility of the information and
attracts attention.
When considering using folk media, it is important to consider which format is most
appropriate for the content, the costs of content development and production, and develop
a dissemination strategy.
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How to use the decision matrix
The decision tool is in the form of a matrix laid out on two pages. Follow these steps to make a decision
about which method to use to meet your extension objectives:

Step 1

Read through all the method description sheets to become familiar with the various methods.

Answer the following questions with regard to your planned activity:
>> What is my main goal/purpose with regard to extension and advisory services? What

am I trying to do? (see box 1 on page 4 for definitions of goal/purpose)

Step 2

>> What type of content is involved in what I want to do? (see box 2 on page 5 for

definition of content)
>> What is the literacy level of my clients? What do I need to consider if I want to work with

clients who cannot read or write?
>> What proportion/percent of my clients are women? What do I need to consider if I want

to work with female clients?

Once you have answered these questions, go to the decision matrix.

Step 3

>> Find your primary purpose in the “Purpose” column.
>> Identify the content of your intervention in that row. The corresponding row in the third

column suggests which methods are most suitable for your purpose and content.
Methods are represented by codes (A, B, C, etc.), as listed below.

Codes used in the decision matrix
Method
Benchmarking for farm business analysis
Demonstration
Farmer learning groups
Fairs, shows and rallies
Farmer-to-farmer extension
Village-based self-employed agents
Farmer field schools
Junior farmer field and life schools
Farmer business schools
Household methodologies
Innovation platforms
Learning events
Courses
Workshops
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Code
A
B
B1
C
D
D1
E
E1
E2
F
G
H
H1
H2

Method
Management advice for family farms
Mobile phones (mExtension)
Village-based information providers
Plant clinics
Radio
Radio campaigns
Radio listeners’ group
Radio drama
Rural resource centres
Study circles
Study tours
Television
Video
Facilitated video viewing in groups

Code
I
J
J1
K
L
L1
L2
L3
M
N
O
P
Q
Q1
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Go to the second page of the decision matrix and look up the letters corresponding to
possible methods identified in step 3. For each method, answer the following questions with
regard to your planned activity:
>> How many people do I want to reach?

Step 4

>> How much/which resources (e.g. funds, human resources etc.) do I have for extension/

advisory services?
>> Does my target population include a high number of people with low literacy?
>> Does my target population include women?

Review the reach/coverage, ease of implementation, cost and suitability for working with low
literacy populations and women. Re-read the method description sheet if necessary. Assess
the method based on your situation and make an initial decision about whether the method
is appropriate. Go through the same process for each method identified in step 3.
If possible, do further reading on those methods that were the top options (see the
references). Consider creating your own method/approach based on a combination of
elements from different methods/approaches. Analyse your context in terms of:

Step 5

>> Resources available including funds, staffing, capacities of staff, curricula, extension

tools etc.
>> The policy environment and the context in which you are working.
>> Information about your target group(s) including language, cultural characteristics, age,

socio-economic status etc.
>> Availability of partners such as radio stations, research institutions, NGOs etc.
>> Experience and good practices in the country with your proposed method.

Step 6
Step 7

After analysing your context, make a final decision about the method you will use.

Evaluate the effectiveness of the method chosen to make adjustments if necessary.
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Purpose
PRODUCT AND
INFORMATION
PROVISION

AWARENESS
RAISING

TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT,
TESTING AND
ADAPTATION
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Content

Methods

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES / PRACTICES

B • B1 • C • D • D1 • H • L • L1 • L2 • L3 • M • O • P • Q • Q1
B • B1 • C • D • D1 • H • J • J1 • L1 • M • O • P • Q • Q1

KNOWLEDGE

not applicable

DIAGNOSIS / ADVICE

D1 • J1 • K

SKILLS

not applicable

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES / PRACTICES

C • J • J1 • K • L • L1 • L2 • L3 • O • P • Q
B • B1 • C

KNOWLEDGE

not applicable

DIAGNOSIS / ADVICE

not applicable

SKILLS

not applicable

INFORMATION
KNOWLEDGE

G
B • B1 • E • M • Q
G

DIAGNOSIS/ADVICE

not applicable

SKILLS

KNOWLEDGE

G
A • D • D1 • H • L • L1 • M • O
B • B1 • D • D1 • E • E1 • H • I • M • Q • Q1
A • E • E1 • H • I • L • L1

DIAGNOSIS/ADVICE

not applicable

SKILLS

KNOWLEDGE

A • B • B1 • D • D1 • E • E1 • E2 • F • H • H1 • H2 • I • M • Q • Q1
G
G
G

DIAGNOSIS/ADVICE

not applicable

SKILLS

SKILLS

E • E1 • F • L2 • M • N
G
G
A • E • E1 • F • G • I • L2 • N
A • L2
E • E1 • F • I • N

INFORMATION

not applicable

TECHNOLOGIES / PRACTICES

not applicable

KNOWLEDGE

E•G•M•Q

DIAGNOSIS/ADVICE

not applicable

SKILLS

E•M•O

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES / PRACTICES

C • D1 • J • L • L1 • L2 • M • O
E • E1 • M

KNOWLEDGE

not applicable

DIAGNOSIS/ADVICE

M

SKILLS

not applicable

INFORMATION

I • L1 • L2 • L3 • P • Q

TECHNOLOGIES / PRACTICES

not applicable

KNOWLEDGE

E • E1 • H • H1 • H2 • I • L1 • L2 • L3 • N • Q1

DIAGNOSIS/ADVICE

not applicable

SKILLS

not applicable

TECHNOLOGIES / PRACTICES

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES / PRACTICES

LEARNING

INFORMATION

STRENGTHENING
SOCIAL CAPITAL

TECHNOLOGIES / PRACTICES

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES / PRACTICES

EMPOWERMENT

KNOWLEDGE
DIAGNOSIS/ADVICE

ENHANCING
INNOVATION
CAPACITIES

FACILITATION
OF LINKAGES

BEHAVIOUR AND
ATTITUDE CHANGE
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B1

Farmer learning groups

10

C

Fairs, shows and rallies

11

D

Farmer to farmer extension
(F2FE)

12

D1

E
E1
E2

Village-based self-employed agents

Farmer field school
Junior Farmer Field and Life School
(JFFLS)
Farm business school
(FBS)

Innovation platforms

17

H

Learning events

19

H1

Courses

19

H2

Workshops

20

I

Management Advice for Family Farms
(MAFF)

21

J

Mobile phones (mExtension)

22

IVR

23

K

Plant clinics

24

L

Radio

25

L1

Radio campaigns

27

L2

Radio listeners’ group

28

L3

Radio drama

28

M

Rural Resource Centre

29

N

Study circles

30

O

Study tours

31

P

Television

32

Q

Video

34
35
* unstructured approaches ** structured approaches

SMS

NO

NO SURE

INITIAL
DECISION
YES

POOR

MODERATE

SUITABILITY FOR
WORKING WITH
WOMEN

GOOD

POOR

MODERATE

15

G

Facilitated video viewing in groups

GOOD

15

16

Q1

HIGH

14

Household Methodologies

Village-based information providers

Fairs

13

F

J1

Rallies

MODERATE

9

SUITABILITY FOR
WORKING WITH
LOW LITERACY
POPULATION

COST

LOW

Demonstrations

DIFFICULT

B

MODERATE

8

LIMITED

Benchmarking for farm business analysis

MODERATE

PAGE

A

WIDE

Methods

EASY

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

REACH
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